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Synopsis

Tibet is a white spot on the visual
map of the Western world.  There
are reasons for this. Reporting on
the  country,  which  has  been
occupied  since  1959,  is
deliberately  undermined  by
Beijing.  Not  least  through  the
1,220,000  square  kilometer
restricted  area  TAR  (Tibetan
Autonomous Region). 

PA-JILL sees itself  as a peaceable
endeavor  to  undermine  the
Chinese  image  ban  and  a
communication  offer  acceptable
as  an  artistic  work  for  both
Tibetans and Chinese.  The film is
based on three years of shooting
and research on location.

PA-JILL  meanders  through  a
variety of everyday scenes, always
searching  for  the  reality  of  a
culture  between  ancient  times
and a highly modern,  centralized
country.  Some  Tibetans  cannot
bear  this  tension.  They  end  their
lives  in protest.  What  will  be  the
future  of  Sertar  Larung  Gar,  the
largest  Tibetan  Buddhist
institute?  Death  and  emptiness
are theme. Traditional life in Tibet
is  centuries  away  from  the
modern concrete buildings of the
Chinese  city.  Whether  a  bridge
can  be  built  between  these  two
ways  of  life,  or  whether  the
Tibetan way of life will  inevitably
be  absorbed,  who  can  say?!  The
film  PA-JILL  does  not  want  to
change  or  explain  anything.  It
takes stock of the life lived today
at  the other  end of  the  Eurasian
continent.

In the years of research, exclusive
material from Nepal,  Tibet,  China
and  India  was  secured.  It  shows
events  under  exclusion  (Sertar
Buddhist  Institute  Larung  Gar,
Kalachakra  Labrang),  gives
insights into temporary restricted
areas  (Ngaba)  or  permanent
restricted  areas  (nomadic  life  in
the  TAR),  are  based on historical
data (Dalai Lama visits East India
for  the  60th  anniversary  of  his
flight there) and of course shows
Lhasa  -  today  city  of  tourists.
Tenzin  Gyatso,  the  14th  Dalai
Lama,  talks  about  his  life,  Tibet,
China and Marx. 
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About half of the Tibetan territory
comprises  the  TAR  -  Tibetan
Autonomous  Region.  Here,
foreigners is allowed entry only in
the  form  of  a  safari  tour.  With  a
certified  guide,  a  4-wheel  drive
and only in a group, typical tourist
attractions  -  mostly  ancient
monasteries  -  are  visited.  Those
who want to educate themselves,
seek proximity to the Dalai Lama
or no longer tolerate the controls
of  the ex-communist  regime flee
to  India  or  Nepal.  120,000
Tibetans  in  exile  live  in  these
countries  today.  Sakya  Trinzin,
head  of  the  Sakya  lineage  and
thus  one  of  the  four  highest
lamas, is one of them. 

Tenzin is a nomad. His family lives
from their grazing cattle, the yaks.
Already  before  sunrise  they  are
milked.  Butter  and  sausage,
yogurt  and  dried  meat  are
handmade.  The  family's  future  is
not  bright.  A  large-scale
resettlement  plan  forces  them
into an urban settlement, and the
herd must be sold. "I will go to the
city  and  become  Chinese,"  the
teenage Lhamo nevertheless says
confidently  as  she types  into her
cell phone.

The  Buddhist  Institute  Sertar
Larung  Gar  has  grown  from  a
monastery village into a city with
40,000  residents.  It  has  been
forcibly  downsized  several  times,
most  recently  in  2001,  shortly
before  the  death  of  founder
Jigme Phuntsog,  and now  again.
A  nun  comments  on  her  former
life in Larung Gar, from where she
fled  to  India.  Other  interviewees
include  Aksu  Rinpoche,  abbot  of
the  second  largest  Buddhist
monastery, like Larung Gar, also in
the  outline,  and  Longdrup
Rinpoche  on  his  teacher  Jigme
Phuntsog.  The  touristguide
Pemba  gives  explanations  about
religious-cultural practice.



BILDERJAGD
 „I will go to the city and become Chinese“
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Director´s Vita

Kappes, Sibylle (*1974, Hanover) 

is  a  filmmaker  and  media  artist.  She
studied at the Freie Kunstschule Berlin
and later at the HFS Ernst Busch and
KH-Weißensee  (BA  German
Literature/Philosophy).  Since  2001  she
has  realised  several  installation-  like
works  in  public  space.  Since  2006,
collage  has  been a  subject  of  artistic
exploration for her. From 2014 to 2017
she spent an extended period in Asia,
circling  the  Himalayas,  during  which
she  worked  on  the  essay-film  Pa-Jill
(Bilderjagd. Tibet). She is co-founder of
the  independent  documentary
initiative Docfilm 42 and has been on
the board of BVR since 2021. Today she
lives in Berlin.

Filmography (selection)

2021 PA-JILL – Harmony under Pressure

 –  Essay.  Tibet  undercover.  LCB
Grenzgän-gerprogramm, with the Dalai
Lama and  other  high  Lamas.  188  min,
DCP

2013 GE8EN – The Camera Marches 

 – Collage. Anti-globalisation protests at
the  G8  summit.  Direction,  production,
editing.  Camera Peppa Meissner,  Peter
Przybylski.  Cultural  Film Fund Bremen,
48  min,  BlueRay.  Arsenal  Verleih  -
Institute for Film and Video Art

2011 FORUNDJE – White 

 – Collage. Encounters with children in
Ethiopia.  Direction, camera, editing.  60
min,  BlueRay.  Arsenal  Distribution  -
Institute for Film and Video Art 

2005 k-projekt gen.2 

 – Social spots of socially responsible 
advertising. Concept and direction. Camera 
Peter Przybylski. GATS statement for Verdi-
Jugend/ Attac. 35 mm

2001 k-projekt gen.1 

 –  Four  social  spots  of  socially  responsible
advertising. Concept and direction. Camera
Hannes  Hubach.  Micropolis  pilot-film  for
Berlin cinemas. 35 mm
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